
Technical data SP 555 E2

Spreading force up to 11,690 – 147,924 lbf. / 52 – 658 kN Pulling distance 22.4 in. / 569 mm

Spreading distance 28.7 in. / 730 mm Dimensions L × W × H
39.4 × 10.4 × 11.0 in. / 
1002 × 265 × 280 mm

Squeezing force 25,900 lbf. / 115 kN Weight* 44.1 lbs. / 20.0 kg

Pulling force up to 13,039 lbf. / 58 kN Protection class IP 54

*Weight without battery or power supply WEBCODE: etnrde

THE NEW 

SP 555 E2
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„Shark Tooth“ tips

The right grip for spreading when every second 

counts: the design of the the specially developed 

“Shark Tooth” tips and their arrangement 

in 4 rows guarantee maximum bite!

Powerful and light. 
Sets the standard in the mobile all-rounder class.

Gives you time when every second counts: The SP 555 E2 rescue spreader allows real professionals to get 

their job done quicker, and more successfully! There are strong reasons for this breathtaking performance: 

The device has a sensational 16 % reduction in weight compared to its predecessor SP 310 E2, and it can still 

show off its muscles! Its heart beats in the form of an optimised, high-performance rescue battery. In order 

to prepare the SP 555 E2 even better for its work, the squeezing plates are integrated directly into its arms. 

Plus, there are ultra-sharp “Shark Tooth” tips for irresistible grip. The SP 555 E2 is the benchmark when 

it comes to spreading, pulling and squeezing with mobile all-round tools. And on top it has an attractive 

design. A must for real professionals.

Facts

 +  optimised performance: 16 % lighter and 4 % 
stronger than its predecessor

 +  perfect for rescuing without power units and hoses

 +  squeezing plates built into the arms

 +  maximum performance thanks to innovative 
“Shark Tooth” tips




